Losses of balance (LOBs) such as trips can lead to falls in older adults; what actually happens during real-world LOBs is unclear. With 4 wearable inertial measurement units (IMUs), we recorded feet, trunk and wrist movements over 2 weeks. Using a wrist voice recorder to report the LOBs, we applied our IMU processing algorithms and reconstructed the full body LOB and recovery motions. We recruited 7 at-risk older adults (M=76 yrs) who reported 114 LOBs of which we reconstructed over 90%. Using a rating system, 52% of the LOBs involved a significant trip, stumble, recovery step, and/ or large trunk motion. 25% involved double or stutter steps and smaller trunk motions. The other 23% had less striking associated motions. These data suggest that most, but not all, self-reported real world LOBs involve substantial postural destabilization and near falls. Analyses of the voice-recorded context under which the LOBs occurred are ongoing. The NIH 4m Walk Test is a clinically validated tool to measure adult walking speed. Human reaction limitations can contribute to measurement error when manually timing gait speed. This is important considering a 0.10m/s decrease in walking speed is associated with a 12% decrease in life expectancy for older adults. The goal of this study was to validate a low cost, custom built device, Gait Box (GB), compared to human timer (HT) and a research grade Sprint Timing System (STS) with an older adult (mean 72.4 + 7.4 years of age) population (N = 35). Validity was assessed via accuracy (correlations), precision (mean differences), and bias (Bland-Altman plots). Results showed strong correlations between the GB and HT (0.99) and the GB and STS (0.98), with negligible mean differences. This demonstrates the GB can be used to accurately and precisely measure gait speed in clinical and research settings.
VALIDATION OF A WALKING SPEED MEASUREMENT DEVICE: GAITBOX

